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 Ya ya ya. I know. “Decel is a natural thing.” Even 

a 4 year-old can decelerate his arm well without any 

coaching at all. I once heard a well-known internet 

pitching guru say, "If 

your pitching coach is 

working on your 

deceleration pattern, you 

should fire him 

immediately.” 

 I get it. A proper deceleration pattern is natural… 

usually. Most "untaught" throwers decelerate their arms 

very efficiently. But that's the problem.  

 I don't know about everyone else out there, but 

nearly every student I see has been "taught" to throw. 

And many times, they’ve been taught wrong! They’ve 
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been “taught” with disastrous verbal cues like "Get 

extension" and dangerous drills like that infernal yet 

ever-popular "towel drill" (which in my opinion is one 

of the biggest arm killers ever conceived). Many of the 

injuries I see occur 

on the deceleration 

side of the throwing 

pattern, and they're 

often the result of 

coaching cues and drills that interfere with learning and 

disrupt normal movement patterns.  

 And if you think it's bad in baseball, you should 

see the way they're teaching girls in the softball world to 

throw! 
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 Recently a 16 year-old elite softball catcher came 

in. We'll call her Shelby. She had injured her shoulder a 

few months earlier, and as per norm, doctors told her to 

stop throwing and to start physical therapy.  

 She attended physical therapy at a clinic (not 

Sullivan Rehab) where she received traditional 

treatment — ice, electrical stimulation, rotator cuff 

strengthening. Soon she was pain free. But when it 

came time to resume throwing, it wasn't long before that 

old nagging pain in the front of her shoulder put her 

back on the sidelines. That’s when someone told her to 

come see us at the Florida Baseball Ranch.  

 After conducting her physical evaluation, I handed 

her a ball and asked her to show me how she throws. 

Shelby raised her arm straight up behind her as if she 
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was putting the ball on a shelf. She projected her arm 

forward like an Iron Mike pitching machine, and as she 

released the ball her arm never went below her 

shoulder. She slammed it to a stop with her elbow 

completely straight and her fingers pointing directly at 

an imaginary target directly in front of her.  

 When she finished the movement I sort of 

chuckled and said, "No... really... show me how you 

actually throw." After a brief confused look, she dipped 

her head sheepishly and replied, "That is how I throw.” 

 “Oh,” I said. “Looks like we have some work to 

do."  

 I wasn’t surprised to know her pain had returned. 

It's a common mistake.  
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 You see, if you believe all throwing injuries are 

due to workload and overuse, your first impulse when 

an athlete complains of pain is to rest it, ice it, take 

some anti-inflammatories, maybe do some physical 

therapy, and hope the pain is gone when you start 

throwing again. But hope is not a plan. And most 

throwing injuries aren't due to overuse.  

 HOW you throw is WAY more important than 

HOW MUCH you throw. And if you throw with 

dangerous movement pattern inefficiencies, like a linear 

deceleration pattern, the pain will not be eliminated 

permanently until you change the way you throw.  

 Here's a screen shot from our video analysis 

illuminating Shelby's problem.  
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That is what we call a linear deceleration pattern. When 

you teach a throwing athlete to "Get Extension", and 

you reinforce it with towel drills, this is what you get. 

Look at the back of her shoulder during ball release. See 

how the muscles of the posterior rotator cuff and the 

shoulder blade have completely disengaged?   

 When the posterior stabilizers of the shoulder 

surrender, the biceps muscle is left alone to resist long 
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axis distraction, humeral head elevation, and terminal 

elbow extension.  

 Here is the same throw from a front view. Can you 

see how her biceps is raging eccentrically to control the 

shoulder and the elbow?   
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When this pattern is repeated, or when the intensity 

of the throw increases, the problem initially manifests 

itself as biceps tendinitis. Ultimately, since the biceps 

tendon is attached to the labrum, if the pattern 

continues, the biceps tendon can pull the labrum right 

off the edge of the socket (the glenoid).   

In 2015, I had a serendipitous 4 hour brunch 

discussion with Frans Bosch.  During this meeting I 

presented the idea that eccentric biceps activity is the 

devil for a high level thrower.  Bosch agreed.
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A linear deceleration pattern, combined with

inadequate control from the posterior stabilizers allows 

excessive activity in the biceps and puts the shoulder at 

risk. 

To achieve the ultimate balance between powerful 

throwing and health and durability, the biceps must be 

assisted and its activity must be minimized during the 

delivery  

So how do we go about doing that? We must keep 

the posterior musculature 

active throughout the 

delivery, and we've got to 

inhibit eccentric engagement 

of the biceps. Inhibiting the 

biceps is easy. Simply internally rotate the shoulder 
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during the last 20 degrees of elbow extension at ball 

release.  

Try it out. Raise your arm up beside you and flex your 

biceps (as if you're 

showing your girlfriend 

you've been working  

out). Now move your 

arm through a throwing 

motion and internally rotate your shoulder as shown in 

the picture above. Did you feel the biceps go limp under 

your hand? 

A rotational deceleration pattern inhibits the 

biceps, pours the head of the humerus back into the 

center packed position in the glenoid fossa, and 
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decreases the magnitude of the collision at terminal 

elbow extension. 

But if you teach, "getting 

extension" and you do a lot of 

towel drills, you get this. 

And this is not safe!!!! 

Keeping the posterior musculature active 

throughout the delivery is a little trickier. Usually, when 

the ball is released the posterior muscles give way, like 

a guy losing a tug-of-war contest. The stimulus of a ball 

in the hand provides enough proprioceptive feedback 

But with the ball released, there is no such impulse. 

What to do?  

Enter the Durathro® Training Sock 
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We placed a 7-ounce ball in the Durathro® Sock and 

asked Shelby to throw again. Immediately, her posterior 

stability improved, her deceleration pattern became 

more rotational and her pain went away.  

How does it work?  

The magic is in the distance from the thrower's hand

to the end of the sock.

When the ball hits the end of the sock it slides to the

corner, forcing the arm into a natural rotational pattern. 

This pours the head of the humerus back into the 

glenoid fossa and inhibits the biceps muscle. The 

weight of the ball in the end of the sock provides a 
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stimulus for the posterior musculature to keep firing 

until the motion is complete. This removes stress from 

the delivery and improves power and arm health.  

Coordination, stability, and motor control of the 

posterior rotator cuff and a rotational deceleration 

pattern also positively impact the UCL. When an 

athletehas a linear deceleration pattern, there is a 

violent collision at terminal extension.   

 Try this. Take the hand you do not throw with 

and place it by your ear with your thumb up. Now stab 

it forward as fast as you can.
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That bang you felt was the ulna and the humerus

colliding, and your biceps muscle hates that. 

In a linear deceleration pattern, the biceps muscle rages 

eccentrically to resist long axis distraction and

humeral head elevation, but it also works hard to 

prevent the the crash of the ulna and humerus at 

terminal elbow extension.

Now put your hand up by the ear again 

(remember… use the hand you DON’T throw with). 

This time, move your hand forward in a more rotational 

pattern like this. 

Did you notice the bang significantly reduced?Di
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Once again, a rotational deceleration pattern quiets 

the biceps and places the elbow joint in a much less 

stressful position. 

Why is so important to quiet the biceps when it 

comes to protecting the ulnar collateral ligament 

(UCL)?  

The UCL has one job — to resist valgus stress at the 

elbow. 
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When the throwing arm moves from full lay back 

into launch, it must accept an estimated accept 70 Nm 

of torque. But in cadaver studies, the UCL can tear at 

only 35 Nm. So, technically, the UCL should tear on 

every pitch. To survive, it needs assistance from the 

surrounding musculature.  

Four muscles in the forearm are the “First 

Responders” on the scene (flexor carpi ulnas, flexor 

carpi radials, flexor digitorum superficialis and pronator 
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teres). Their primary functions are to flex the fingers, 

flex the wrist, and pronate the forearm.  

When these muscles 

are activated, they 

impart a varus 

torque on the elbow, 

placing the UCL on 

slack. The first 

responders are responsible for about 14% of the 

necessary attenuation of the torque on the UCL, but 

they are extremely critical because their 

anatomical proximity to the ligament 

makes them the first link of support in 

the kinetic chain. Excessive eccentric 

biceps due to a linear deceleration pattern inhibits the 
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first responders and leaves the UCL without the 

necessary assistance. I’ll explain. 

There is a law in neurology called the “Law of 

Reciprocal Inhibition” that mandates that when a 

muscle or a group of 

muscles is activated 

to actuate a 

movement, the 

muscle or muscles opposing the intended movement 

must be inhibited. For example, it you are trying to bend 

your elbow, the biceps and the other elbow flexors 

(brachialis, brachioradialis) are turned on, and at the 

same time, the triceps are turned off. 
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In the forearm, the opposite of pronation (turning) 

the forearm toward the thumb side (one of the functions 

of the first responders) is supination. Your forearm is 

supinated when you palm is facing up (as if you were 

holding a bowl of soup). Even though there is a muscle 

in the forearm called the supinator, the most powerful 

supinator of the forearm is the biceps.   
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When the forearm is 

supinated, the first 

responders are inhibited. 

One study estimated that 

as little as 25 degrees of 

supination is enough to 

inhibit the first 

responders such that the UCL is left unsupported and is 

taken beyond its yield capacity.  

During a linear deceleration pattern, at ball release, 

if the posterior musculature gives way, the biceps 

independently and eccentrically fights to resist long axis 

distraction, humeral head elevation, and terminal elbow 

extension. In doing so it imparts a supination moment 

on the forearm, essentially inhibiting the first 
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responders and leaving the UCL alone to resist the 

violent valgus torque on elbow during the throw. Over 

time, this stress can overload the UCL and cause it to 

fail. 

So where did the towel drill and “getting 

extension” originate, and why are they so pervasive in 

our game? Back in the late 1990s and early 2000s, some 

brilliant high-profile pitching experts noticed that the 

hardest throwers tended to let go of the ball far out in 

front of their bodies. They designed the towel drill and 

began cueing pitchers to “get extension” to produce 

what they termed “visual velocity”. That is, the idea that 

a pitcher releasing the ball further in front of his body 

allows less reaction time for the hitter to respond. They 
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calculated that every foot gained toward the hitter 

would present the illusion of 3 mph faster on the pitch. 

And they were right… kind  of… 

What many would call “getting extension” is what 

we call “late launch”. It is demonstrated by letting go of 

the ball after the arm side shoulder has passed the glove 

side shoulder and after the trail hip has reached a 

position parallel to the lead hip. This maneuver is 

efficient, powerful, and healthy, but what the “get 
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extension experts” didn’t understand is that late launch 

is a byproduct of doing everything else right upstream. 

If you have a clean delivery with a powerful, glute-

dominant lower half, a connected lead leg, late torso 

rotation, powerful and efficient arm action, a 

synchronized glove side and a rotational deceleration 

pattern you will achieve late launch. But, trying to get 

extension by casting your arm linearly toward the target 

(as in the famous towel drill) is “fool’s gold”. It was a 

huge contributor to Shelby’s shoulder pain, and it has 

been the unintended consequence that has plagued 

countless pitchers over the past 3 decades.  

I do some consulting work for a few MLB 

organizations. After hearing my presentation this topic, 

two of them purchased 30 Durathro® Training Socks. 
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One club replaced all their towel drills with the training 

sock at every minor league level. When I met with them 

recently, they were thrilled to report that this past 

season for the first time in club history, they had ZERO 

shoulder surgeries.   

Hmm… no towel drills and no surgeries… 

Full disclosure: While we invented the Durathro® 

Training Sock, and we were integral in its 

manufacturing process, we derive no income from its 

sale. We truly believe in this product. You can purchase 

it at www.oatesspecialties.com 

http://www.oatesspecialties.com
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Isn't it time for you to “throw out the towel” and start 

working on restoring your natural rotational 

deceleration pattern?  

If you’re having arm pain from throwing, stop 

wondering why and simply hoping it will get better, the 

Florida Baseball Ranch has the answer you’ve been 

looking for. Go to your App store and search “Arm Pain 

Assassin”. Tell us where you hurt, and we’ll tell you all 

the possible contributors to your pain.  

Then come to a Florida Baseball Ranch 

SAVAGE Training Boot Camp at our18-acre spread in 

beautiful Plant City, FL (dead center between Tampa 

and Orlando). The camp will feature a full head-to-toe 

physical assessment and a high-speed video analysis of 

your movement patterns. By the time you leave you’ll 
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have a clear, written plan for eliminating any constraints 

that might be minimizing your performance gains, 

increasing your pain, or putting you at risk for injury. 

With your TOTALLY FREE 30-day membership to 

the Durathro® on-line training system, you’ll have all 

the follow-up you’ll need to keep your training on 

target. You’ll eliminate arm pain and develop more 

power and velocity than you could ever imagine.

Call us at 1-866-STRIKE3 or go to 

www.floridabaseballranch.com

GET SIGNED UP TODAY! 

Randy Sullivan, MPT, CSCS 

http://www.floridabaseballranch.com



